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Your family club

OLYMPIAD

Pleasure Centre
Spread across 5.5 acres and with

its own outdoor and indoor arenas,

the Olympiad brings together the

best of clubbing pleasures with an

active whirl of sports, leisure,

dining and entertainment for you

and your family.

Get set to add a new and vibrant

dimension to your life.



OLYMPIAD

Action
Location
The Olympiad is part of the

upcoming Swayam City,

the largest integrated township

south of Behala. Built around

a full-sized cricket and football

field, the modern campus 

is located close to the

Joka Metro Station from where

a regular Swayam City shuttle

bus service will take you straight

to the Olympiad for anytime fun

and games.



OLYMPIAD

Sporting
Acres
The vast outdoor arena is the

highlight of the Olympiad's

sporty profile. Among its many

features is the full size football

and cricket field with training

facilities for the younger

generation. Watch your children

grow into champions!



OLYMPIAD

Serve and
Volley
The professionally maintained

tennis courts are perfect for

budding Federers and

Sharapovas, mature adults

addicted to the world's favourite

racquet sport, and, of course,

young people who want to play

love games everyday.



OLYMPIAD

Fitness
Tracks
Jog or cycle your way to fitness

on the tracks that wind their

way across the campus with

manicured grass, shady trees

and colourful flowers for

company. For romantic couples,

a moonlit stroll is another

inviting prospect.



OLYMPIAD

Splash
Dives
Delight through the long warm

months in the full-sized

outdoor swimming pool under

the watchful eyes of

professional trainers. There is

also an all-season indoor pool

for dedicated mermaids,

mermen and water babies.



OLYMPIAD

Glass
Courts
With four squash courts, the

Olympiad has one of the finest

facilities for strenuous wall-to-wall

wars. And if there is no one to blast

the ball with, you can always work

out on your own. Go ahead and

get aggressive.
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Shuttle
Battles
Badminton is good fun and the

indoor court ensures you can play

it all year round. Other indoor

games include table-tennis,

basketball, carrom, foosball, cards

and chess. The auditorium and

library are other attractions. Rainy

days are no more a bore!



OLYMPIAD

Alley-cat
Wars
Come with the gang and knock

the pins over at the four-lane

bowling alley. Even if you have

never bowled before it is never

too late to start. Discover a

wonderful way to spend an hour,

or two, three, four...



OLYMPIAD

Table-top
Times
The pool room is a great place to

meet up and make friends while

knocking the cue ball around.

There is also an adda lounge for

seniors and those who prefer to

lean back from the table when

exercising their elbows.
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Gym and
Trim
For staying in shape and winning

all matches, the Olympiad's gym is

guaranteed to cut fat and add

muscles at the right places. A gentler

option is the Yoga Room where

qualified instructors will show you

how to strike the right poses.



OLYMPIAD

Palate
Pleasures
For some people a club is only

as good as its grub. The Olympiad

promises to exceed your

expectations with its multi-cuisine

menu and fine dining ambience.

Invite your acquaintances for a

meal and they will become your

friends for life!
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Ahh...
this is the life!


